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Abstract
In today's environment and age, developing cross-platform mobile applications
is a top priority.Developers must choose between creating the same application
repeatedly for different OSs (operating systems) or settling for a subpar
alternative that sacrifices native speed and accuracy for portability. A
high-performance and more dependable mobile application can be created using
the open-source Flutter SDK for platforms like iOS and Android. Just-in-time
compilation, which executes the computer code that includes compilation during
programme execution at run time rather than before execution, is one of the key
components of the Flutter framework. This often consists of translating source
code, also known as bytecode, into machine code that is invariably executed.

Compilation done in advanceHigh-level programming languages like C and C++,
as well as intermediate representations like Java bytecode and NET Framework
Common Intermediate Language (CIL) code, are all compiled.
So that the following binary file can run natively on the target system, into native
system-dependent machine code. Hot reload, a feature of Flutter, makes it simple
to experiment, create user interfaces, add functionality, and repair errors.
Updated source code files are inserted into the active Dart Virtual Machine (VM)
to perform hot reloading.
The Flutter framework dynamically reconstructs the widget tree once the VM
updates classes with the new versions of fields and functions, enabling you to
quickly see the unique effects of your modifications. Targeting the leading
mobile operating systems, such as Android and iOS, Flutter provides a GPU
rendering and user interface solution that is driven by native ARM code.
Cross-Platform mobile application development, IDE, Android and iOS
development, Flutter, and Dart are some of the keywords.



Chapter-1
Introduction

Aim of this project Report is to present the Work/Projects which I have
done in my organization during my Condensed Semester.I was placed as /my
designation was Flutter Mobile Application Developer. Responsibilities which
were assigned to me were , writing clean and structured code for frontend of
mobile application cross platform (Ios & Android) in Flutter framework using
Dart Language,Integrating third party packages and Restful APIS( as backend of
applications were developed in different languages and frameworks).
Working on this profile and with these responsibilities I have worked on three
mobile applications:

Rentswale: an ecommerce application to connect users who want products
on rent and vendors who want to list their products on rent. Front end of the
application was developed in Dart language using the Flutter framework ,
backend was developed using PHP and for database MySQL was used.

Authentic Guards: Android application developed for a client ,to maintain
the regular updates of their guards,track their activities ,salary slip, and
their client login functionality to track guards which are provided by the
organization for their services. Frontend was developed using flutter
framework , backend was developed using PHP.

Rk Construction: Android application developed for the client,mostly
features of construction ERP , with multiple logins(i.e, for engineers,
supervisors, purchase store etc) integrated with super web admin Panel of
Construction ERP. Mobile application was developed in Flutter framework
using dart language(Frontend), with multiple third party
packages,integration of restful APIs to communicate with backend and
database, backend was developed in PHP.



Problem Statement:

Rentswale:
Problem Statement for this project was to develop a fully functional E-
commerce mobile app,which will be published on both Google Play Store and
Apple App Store. a web admin panel to access both vendors and customers
activity.Various features were asked to add in app like,fetching live location, a
separate module in the same app so that new vendors can post their products,
payment gateway integration, image picker, file picker, in app call and chat
feature, state management of different components/features, dependent
dropdowns, product filtering based on location, category, subcategory.

Authentic Guards:
Problem Statement for this project was to develop a fully functional mobile app
for the Security/Guards providing organization, which will be published on
Google Play Store. App must contain features which will access the live location
of registered guards. Guards will login in the app only if he/she is in a particular
range. In the same app their client login credentials , so that they can check the
details of Guards available for their services. App must have features like live
location access, image picker , file picker,multi login system , alert boxes etc.

Rk Construction:
Problem Statement for this project was to develop a fully functional mobile app
for the construction company with ERP features, which will be used by company
registered employees only. Mobile app must contain multi login features(i.e, in
the same app engineers, supervisor, store manager etc) will login and different
screens and data will be visible to them based on their job roles.integrating
biometric device , multiple features of construction ERP.



Objectives :
Main objective of this Project Report is to give a detailed description of the
projects and works which I have done and completed during my condensed
semester duration in Softhub Technologies as a Flutter Application Developer.
I have worked on three mobile applications development projects. Problem
Statements for the three projects have been described above.

Objectives of the projects are explained as below:

Rentswale: The objective of this project was to provide a platform where
persons who want to list their things on rent and persons who want things on rent
can connect.Sellers and Buyers must be from the same city, Sellers will have to
buy a subscription plan for posting their things on rent. Services for customers
(only buyers ) will be free, they will be able to access contact numbers and can
chat to potential sellers nearby, after registering with the app and done with the
KYC process.Sellers can list their products/things in categories like real state,
electronics,transport,customs, event management products, furniture, services
like plumbing carpenting.later they will be filtered based on subcategory.
Overall objective was to develop a fully functional cross platform mobile
application that is efficient, bug free, flow should be smooth, scaleable.

Authentic Guards:
The objective of this project was to develop an Android Mobile Application for a
Security Service providing company. The main objective of this application was
to access the live location of their security guards and mark their attendance
based on their location. If guards are in the specified location/radius of their
assigned duties , they will be able to mark their attendance else they will be
marked absent.In the same app there is client/customer login , objective of this
was to provide functionality to check details of security guards available for
their service.
Overall objective of this project was to develop a mobile application which helps
companies in tracking their employees daily activities,increasing efficiency,
making various processes automatic, building a strong and trusting relationship
with their clients by providing them access to their employees who are available
for their services.



RK Construction:
The objective of this project was to develop a mobile application for a
construction company only for their employees.As there are multiple types of
employees work in a construction company like engineers, supervisor, purchase
store manager, instructor and all these have different job responsibilities. With
this in mind the main objective of this was to create separate login for each, and
after login different users will have different user interfaces and functionality
based on their job roles and responsibilities.Integrating restful apis in a manner
so that most features of construction ERP integrated with super admin panels
functionality works.like, order received, order approved, material requirements,
purchase items, etc etc. As this project was very big in length, I was assigned to
create the user interface of the applications , basically ui designing.
The overall objective was to develop an efficient mobile application which will
have various functionalities and features of construction ERP.



Methodology:
All the above mentioned three applications are developed using Dart language in
Flutter Framework for frontend,backend was developed in Codigentor using PHP
language and for database MySQL has been used. Methodologies used in all the
above mentioned applications are almost similar:

1. Gathering all requirements of the client i.e, listing of all the required
features in the application.

2. Preparing SRS document for the entire project, creating flowchart of the
entire project structure.

3. Creating a roadmap of backend development , database connection,
frontend development, sdk requirements , third party packages
requirements, servers, testing softwares.

4. Wireframing of the UIs, selection of templates, designs , colors, fonts,
images and other required assets to develop an attractive, efficient,
responsive frontend for the users.

5. Developing the backend ,connection to the database, creating Restful APIS
for integrating to the frontend , so that the user can send requests to get data
from the database and receive responses from the server.

6. Testing Restful APIs in PostMan Software to understand the responses
from the backend and creating models.

7. Integrating the restful apis in front end and managing states of application
as per the responses from the server and request from users.

8. Testing the developed application on various testing platforms both manual
and automatic.

As this is the general methodology which we use, but as these all above
mentioned projects were developed for real time business purposes.
So we followed a more professional methodology while developing these
applications , clients feedback and updates were taken at various stages of
development. therefore organization used the professional methodology i.e,
AGILE Methodology.

AGILE Methodology:
In order to manage a project, the Agile methodology separates it into several
phases. Continuous cooperation with stakeholders and improvement at every
level are necessary. Once the job is underway, teams cycle through a process of
planning, performing, and evaluating.



Organization :
As all the above mentioned projects are developed and analyzed by the team of
service based company in which i was placed and currently working as Junior
Flutter Application Developer.

Name of Organization: SoftHub Technologies Pvt, Ltd.
Office No. 108-Yash 101 sus Behind Mercedes-Benz off Mumbai pune highway
Baner,Pune.
Email id: info@softhubtechno.com

Project team: All the above mentioned projects are developed in collaboration
with different Tech Stack teams. Backend team, testing team , were others
employees of the organization. Frontend is entirely developed and designed by me in
the Flutter Framework using Dart Language.
Projects Development were organized in the following order:
. Project manager/Business analyst were responsible for gathering all the
requirements and inputs from clients .
. Discussion with different teams to start development by breaking the project
into frontend , backend and database management.
.Frontend development /user interface development based on ui design provided
by clients/ designing team, integrating Restful apis, integrating third party
packages.
. Getting feedback from the testing team and working on bugs and changes
asked.

mailto:info@softhubtechno.com
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LITERATURE SURVEY 1 :
2019 July 23–26, Pilsen, Czech Republic: Proceedings of the International Conference on
Industrial Engineering and Operations Management.
Development of mobile applications: A thorough and methodical examination of the
literature.
Institute of Science & Technology Hanif SRM email: hanif_sh@srmuniv.edu.in.
Science and Technology Institute of S. Jagadeesan @ktr.srmuniv.ac.in, or Jagadeesan.
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Priyanka C. Bhatt Learning Resource Centre Bennett University, Times of India Group 201310,
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Abstract
Mobile penetration has reached a substantial level in the current era of e-commerce and has
been increasing dramatically over the past ten years. A new perspective on customer service
has emerged thanks to the mobile application. Researchers' attention has shifted towards
development as a result of the rise in these applications, and they have discovered numerous
problems related to it. The large body of scholarly literature that has amassed in the last ten
years is the subject of this investigation. A thorough and organized evaluation of the
available literature was conducted in the newly-emerging field of mobile application
development. After examining a large body of literature from the largest database, "Scopus,"
a total of 26 pertinent journal publications were taken into consideration for the review after
going through several stages of filtration.

This article provides the organisation with a broad understanding of the field of mobile
development and gives it scope and direction. The study's findings offer insightful analysis
and recommendations for the future in this emerging subject.
Keywords: Android Operating System, Framework, Collaborative System, Online Services.

Research approach:
In this section, we've spoken about the approach used for the literature review procedure. A
thorough and complete examination of the available literature was conducted in the field of
developing mobile applications. The methods outlined by (Tranfield et al. 2003; Dubey et al.
2017) served as the foundation for the systematic and thorough literature review.

mailto:priyanka.bhatt@bennett.edu.in


Introduction:
In the past ten years, a revolution has been sparked by the development of mobile devices
and applications in numerous industries. The initial application was in the marketing,
advertising, and various service sectors; later, it was expanded into the healthcare and
insurance sectors, leaving no area or company untouched. The research community was
motivated to comprehend all of the vertices in the niche by the exponential rate of
application development. A previous study (Lee et al., 2014) developed an architecture that
primarily loads the burden of a mobile device onto an intelligent cloud, taking into mind the
importance of productive execution of mobile applications.
The framework includes a runtime infrastructure for the organisation in the cloud as well as
a programming tools that promotes the creation of mobile applications capable of enabling
computation loading. The device-independent mobile application generation (DIMAG)
framework, created by Miravet et al. (2013), shows how the specifics of client-server mobile
applications might be a suitable method for developing both the client and server sides of
native applications.Yusoff et al. (2016) investigated the challenges and limitations faced by
software and requirements engineers while generating security requirements and security
attributes. Two tests using inexperienced requirements engineers (REs) focused on manually
extracting security attributes from a variety of needs situations.
The investigation shows that eliciting security qualities is particularly difficult for
inexperienced REs and that they require support, especially automation support. A
comparable survey instrument based on Apple's general user experience guidelines was
conceptualised by Hoehle and Venkatesh (2015) to aid in such an endeavour. The Mobile
Infrastructure Analytics System (MIAS) was introduced by Ramakrishna et al. (2017). It
aids in effectively identifying and examining application faults in a distributed domain by
thoroughly examining application and network activity across client devices, application
servers, database servers, etc. According to (Dar et al., 2018), precondition designing is the
fundamental step in characterising partners' needs and requirements for any software
development.

References:
Ahmad, A., Li, K., Feng, C., Asim, S. M., Yousif, A., & Ge, S. (2018). An Empirical Study
of Investigating Mobile Applications Development Challenges.
IEEE Access, 6, 17711–17728. https://doi.org/10.1109/ACCESS.2018.2818724 Bartin, B.,
Ozbay, K., & Yang, H. (2018).
Evaluation framework for mobile ticketing applications in public transit: a case study. IET
Intelligent Transport Systems, 12(9), 1166–1173. https://doi.org/10.1049/ietits.2018.5248
Bergvall-Kåreborn, B., & Howcroft, D. (2011).
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Mobile Application Using Flutter (Know Your Ride)
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Abstract:
– Flutter is Google’s UI toolkit for building beautiful, natively compiled applications for
mobile, web, and desktop from a single codebase. In this project, we will make a mobile
application using FLUTTER named Know Your Ride. This app will provide detailed
information about vehicles. We used flutter for frontend and Firebase for backend. The
Admin Panel is made using Python Django. ChatBot is also available for quick question
answers related to the vehicles.
Key Words: Flutter, FireBase, Django, ChatBot, Admin Panel.

INTRODUCTION:
Flutter is a Google mobile UI framework that is free and open source that offers developers a
quick and expressive approach to create native apps for both iOS and Android.There are
numerous tools available for developing mobile applications, like Python Kivy, React
Native, and Android Studio utilising Java or Kotlin. The only framework with a mobile SDK
that offers reactive styles without utilising a Javascript bridge is flutter. The SDK is open
source and available for free, allowing developers to experiment with and build robust
tracking apps. It is the inspiration behind the flutter-based programmes and user interfaces.
Flutter uses the GPU, builds from a single codebase, and accesses platform APIs and
services. It also compiles directly to native arm code. Therefore, for this project, we used
Flutter.

REFERENCES
[1] Marco L. Napoli. "Beginning Flutter: A Hands On Guide to App Development."
[2] Alessandro Biessek. "Flutter for Beginners: An Introductory Guide to Building
Cross-platform Mobile Applications with Flutter and Dart 2."
[3] Dzenan Ridjanovic and Ivo Balbaert. " Learning Dart."
[4] https://flutter.dev/docs.
[5] https://flutter.dev/docs/reference/tutorials
[6] https://dart.dev/guides/language/language-tour.
[7] https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/docs.
[8] https://firebase.google.com/docs/guides
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APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT USING FLUTTER
1. Aakanksha Tashildar, 2. Nisha Shah, 3. Rushabh Gala, 4.Trishul Giri,

5. Pranali Chavhan.
SPPU, Department of Computer Engineering, Vishwakarma Institute of
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ABSTRACT:
In today's environment and age, developing cross-platform mobile applications is a top
priority. The only options available to developers are to create identical applications
repeatedly for different OSs (operating systems) or to settle for a subpar, similar solution that
sacrifices native accuracy and performance for portability. A high-performance and more
dependable mobile application can be created using the open-source Flutter SDK for
platforms like iOS and Android. Just-in-time compilation, which executes the computer code
that includes compilation during programme execution at run time rather than before
execution, is one of the key components of the Flutter framework. This usually involves
converting source code, often known as bytecode, into machine code that is invariably
executed. AOT compilation, also known as ahead-of-time compilation, converts high-level
programming languages like C or C++, as well as intermediate representations like Java
bytecode or NET Framework Common Intermediate Language (CIL) code, into native
system-dependent machine code so that the resulting binary file can run natively. Hot reload,
a feature of Flutter, makes it simple to experiment, create user interfaces, add functionality,
and repair errors. Updated source code files are inserted into the active Dart Virtual Machine
(VM) to perform hot reloading. The Flutter framework dynamically reconstructs the widget
tree once the VM updates classes with the new versions of fields and functions, enabling you
to quickly see the unique effects of your modifications. Flutter focuses on popular mobile
OSes like Android and iOS.

KEYWORDS: Cross-Platform Mobile application development, IDE, Android
development, iOS development, Flutter, Dart

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY:
System Overview:
For the Billing and Reward system, we have created a mobile application based on Flutter.
The redeem point or point system places a strong emphasis on the idea that the more money
you spend, the more points you receive in return, which can then be redeemed for future
purchases. Each time a consumer makes a purchase, they receive a specific number of points
based on the amount they spent on the item.

http://www.irjmets.com


DART:
Every application in Flutter is created using Dart. A programming language named Dart has
been created and is maintained by Google. It is widely used at Google, and it has proven to
be capable of producing large-scale web applications like AdWords. Dart was initially
created to succeed and replace JavaScript. As a result, it incorporates the majority of the core
features of ES7, JavaScript's upcoming standard, including the "async" and "await"
keywords. Nevertheless, Dart includes a Java-like syntax to appeal to developers who are
unfamiliar with JavaScript. Even though only a few other systems use reactive views, the
Flutter application updates the view tree with each new frame. This behaviour has the
downside of producing a large number of objects, some of which may only last for a single
frame. Given that Dart is a contemporary programming language, it is enhanced with
"Generational Garbage Collection" to handle this issue in memory.

INTRODUCTION:
Our daily lives are becoming more and more impacted by mobile applications. Since
November 2016, mobile devices have generated more network traffic (48.19%) than
desktops or laptops (47%). A mobile application must get familiar with both the Android and
iOS platforms in order to provide it to the majority of consumers. Due to the stark
differences between these two platforms, it is frequently necessary to build alternative skill
sets. For instance, Object-C or Swift for iOS and Java or Kotlin for Android. Because of this,
businesses and developers frequently struggle to handle the complexity of creating
cross-platform applications.React Native is an open-source, cross-platform JavaScript
framework that Facebook unveiled on March 15 in an effort to address the aforementioned
issue. React framework is widely used by developers due to its simplicity and effectiveness
in the development process. In the second half of 2016, Google also unveiled the Flutter
mobile SDK. Flutter applications, which were inspired by React Native, may also run
equally on both platforms, hence lowering the cost and complexity of app development for
iOS and Android. Only Google was employing Flutter for business applications at the time
this report was being written (August 2017), as it had been totally created from scratch.
Cross-platform frameworks similar to React Native and Flutter have been discussed and
used by many different firms in the past. However, neither one is sufficient to meet the need
for industrial development. React Native and Flutter, which are supported by Facebook and
Google and grab attention despite the ineffectual predecessors, inspire confidence in the
future.

REFERENCES:
[1] Wenhao Wu's March 2018 thesis, "React Native vs. Flutter: Cross-Platform Mobile
Application Framework."
Flutter Clean Architecture Package: A Clean Approach to Flutter Development, IEEE 2019,
Eduardo Colemenares and Shady Boukhari.



Chapter-3
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT:
As all the above mentioned projects are real time/live mobile applications business projects.
So various teams were involved and everyone had their specific responsibilities.
Software Requirement specifications(SRS) / Technical Requirements/ Designing / Backend
were done by different persons and I entirely worked on the front end development part.

Analysis/Design:
For all the above mentioned projects, Analysis and clients requirements were gathered by the
business team.Flow of application, User interface Designing , Backend , Database ,Server,
hosting etc things were all decided and done by the technical head after discussion with the
client.

Flow Chart:



Rentswale Model Development:

For system development, I opted to use the RAD (Rapid Application Development)
methodology. For my capstone project, it was the best methodology because it allows for the
speedy development and delivery of a high-quality solution. Actually, throughout the entire
software development process, I was in continual contact with the client. I separately
developed each component of the project, tested it, and asked the client (Rentswale) for
feedback on what should be changed or improved. I was able to save a boatload of time
because to the quick feedback from this exchange. Thus, the user was involved in the design
process.
Due to the project's online store component, it is also critical to satisfy the business's needs,
which is in keeping with the core principles of the Rapid Application Development
approach. As a capstone project, we also have deadlines that we must adhere to. One of the
key RAD ideas is this. There are deadlines or "timeboxes" in place.
The main advantages of the RAD model are:
The operational version of an application is completed much faster than with Waterfall,
Incremental, or Spiral frameworks.
- Because RAD creates systems more quickly and with a commercial focus, it frequently
generates systems at a cheaper cost.
focuses on crucial system components from the perspective of the user.

Software Architecture:



As the project's system architecture, I went with a three-tier application design. Due to its
four main benefits, the bulk of which are also included as non-functional needs for the
project:
it's upkeep. Due of each layer's independence from the others, updates or changes can be
done without affecting the programme as a whole.
Scalability: Because tiers are based on the deployment of layers, a relatively simple
application can be scaled out.
Flexibility: Because each layer can be adjusted or scaled separately, flexibility is increased.
Applications can take use of the modular architecture of enabling systems by using easily
scaled components, which raises availability.
However, the system architecture I selected is similar to the RESTful API architecture.
Clients connect to the presentation tier's web or mobile application to place orders. Before
saving them in the data tier, the administrator processes the orders in the logic tier. The
synchronisation of the SQLite database and MySQL database is done automatically to add
new products to the mobile application.

System Architecture:



Use case Diagram:



The use case graphic shown above depicts how a mobile user interacts with the

interaction between the administrator and the desktop programme, as well as the mobile
application's operating system. The graphic displays the many system-user-specific actions
and

relation to one another. The four main operations that the system administrator carries out on
the system's numerous components are referred to as CRUD. Actors include: The
administrator has the ability to create, read, change, and delete accounts, orders, and
products.
- Visitor: Makes an account in order to browse, look for, and purchase items.
- Registered User: He must first log in in order to create a cart and add products to it.

Data Model:



Authentic Guards:





Rk Construction:







Mobile Application Development Process:

For all the above mentioned projects , developing the frontend of the mobile
applications in Flutter framework using Dart language was my job responsibility.
Frontend of the mobile application, was developed based on the webadmin panel
of the project. Screens and Designs , StateManagement , Data flow, Restful
APIS integration , local Database management, file picker , image pickers,
geolocater, geolocation etc , different features and packages were added on
frontend and managed accordingly..

Rentswale Mobile application Development:
As mentioned above Rentswale is an ecommerce mobile application. Backend
was developed using PHP codeigniter and frontend was developed using Dart
language in Flutter framework, for Database MySQLite was used.

Web admin panel :





Based on the above web admin panel restful apis were developed by the
backend developers so that, Admin can perform crud operations on frontend.,
Backend : PHP,
Database: MYSQL
Frontend Development:
Language: Dart
Framework: Flutter
API Testing Platform : Postman
Software for application development: Android studio
Third party Packages used:

http: ^0.13.6
An extensible library for sending HTTP requests that is future-based.
This package contains a set of high-level classes and functions that make it
simple to consume HTTP resources. It supports browsers, desktops, and mobile
devices and is cross-platform.



shared_preferences:
wraps simple data's platform-specific persistent storage (SharedPreferences on
Android, NSUserDefaults on iOS and macOS, etc.). Because there is no
assurance that writes will be saved to disc after returning and because data may
be written to disc asynchronously, this plugin shouldn't be used to save important
data.

The data types int, double, bool, String, and ListString> are supported.

Support SDK 16+ for Android iOS Linux MacOS Web11.0+ Any 10.11+ Any
Any



provider:
The tool for managing global states that is currently officially recommended is called
Provider, and it was co-written by Flutter Team. We have to create a dependency on it before
we can use it. The most recent version of Provider as of this writing is 4.0.4:

We focus on three ideas in particular when using Provider:

ChangeNotifier: the location of the actual data (state)

Wherever data (status) is provided in the widget tree, the relevant ChangeNotifier will be
created in it using the ChangeNotify Provider.

Consumer: In which widgets in the tree should data (state) be used.



Create your own ChangeNotifier:

Insert ChangeNotifier in the Widget :

Use Consumer to import and modify the state on the home page:



Real Time Implementation :







Authentic Guards:

Third party Packages and Plugins used:

Geolocator:
A Flutter geolocation plugin that makes it simple to use platform-specific location services
(FusedLocationProviderClient, or LocationManager on Android and CLLocationManager on
iOS if not available), now available.

Features
Obtain the most recent location;
Obtain the device's current position;
receive ongoing location updates;
Verify the device's location services are turned on;
Determine the distance between two geocoordinates (in meters);
Bearing between two geo coordinates should be calculated.



Image picker:
a Flutter plugin for iOS and Android that allows users to select photos from their photo
library and take brand-new photos using the camera.

Configure Android:

Pick Image From Gallery:

Pick Image From Camera;



RK Construction:











CHAPTER: 4

OUTPUTS & RESULT ANALYSIS :

Rentswale Mobile Application Frontend:
Splash screen:

Company Logo with Location Screen Home Screen
timer 3 sec to choose city

Slider Images Category Selection



Chat Screen List of items posted for rent by any customer after buying package



Profile Page KYC Document Post Subscription Screen
Uploading Screen

Purchased Order history Screen



Subcategory Screen without filter

Subcategory Screen after applying filters Description/Detail Screen



Post Rent Module:

Adding Product Description Screen Product Address & Image Screen

Buy Subscription Screen/Page Razorpay Payment Gateway



Authentic Guards outputs/screens:

Splash Screen with Login Screen f``or both guards and clients, guards will be login
timer 3 sec only if they will be at particular location i.e fetching live

location

LOGIN AS GUARD:

Home Screen Attendance Detail



Salary Slip of Guard Screen For Guards to post their Screen for guards to trace their
daily report including image at site daily record anytime

↓ After clicking
on view details

Duty Notification for Guards



Login As Customer/Client
↓

Screen for guard to refer
other guards Clients can enquire if they need guards

and also check details of guards who
are present for their service.

After Clicking on Check Employee Details at work

↓



RK Construction:

Same Login Interface Similar dashboard for all type Attendance Report of Engineers
for multiple type of user of users with different mathematical approved by supervisors

calculations and credential

Site allocation to engineers Materials requirement requested Special Voucher give to supervisor/
by supervisors to supervisors and verification Engineers/Instructor on special

credential to supervisors occasions



Special Approval Feature given to supervisors Daily Targets assigned to engineers by supervisors

For all the different type of users ,Dashboard , Attendance, Materials
Requirements,Materials Approval, Special Approval, Voucher, Site Allocations all the
different features are almost similar backend logic and database connection is different ,
Different types of Restful Apis are integrated , therefore mathematical calculations and
different types of results are available in different cases.
I was assigned to create the user interface and frontend design of the mobile application ,
which I have completely presented in the report.



Test Cases:
For all the above mentioned Mobile Application development projects majorly manual
testing were performed. As organizations were following the agile methodology , major
testing parts were done successfully manually after completion of each module.

Some of the manual test case performed in different projects:
Renstwale:
. login/ signup properly.
. kyc documents proper.i.e aadhar number and dl number must be of 16 and 12 digits.
. images and files are uploaded properly.
. dependent dropdown working properly.
. updates by admin panels are properly visible in the frontend.
.payment gateway working properly.
. Category and subcategory are properly mapped.
.list in the subcategory section is working properly after applying filters.
.make sure the user is logged in and have done kyc before calling and chatting to the
vendors.
. The media query is working properly i.e, app screens are working perfectly in all the screen
sizes.

Authentic Guards:
. login/ signup working properly.
. GeoLocator/ Geocity working properly.
. File Picker/ Image Picker working properly.
. Text form field and controller working properly.
. Contact numbers and email entered are correct.

RK Construction:
.Multiple Login is working properly.
. Material Request and Materials Approved are working properly.
. Attendance system is working smoothly.
.Site Allocation and labor allocation is working without lag.
.Image Picker and File picker is working properly.



Chapter-5

CONCLUSIONS:
In Conclusions we can conclude that all the above mentioned projects are developed and structured
,keeping in mind the business requirements . Frontend, Backend ,Database , server used are scalable,
efficient and can handle a large number of user base.

As a junior flutter developer working on such types of projects was a great exposure. All three different
projects are from different industries/sectors, working on these projects I learnt how tech is involved and
contributing to the different sectors . web based applications,integrated ERP, mobile applications are
helping businesses to grow efficiently, reducing their problems,and efficient cost management.

The Flutter framework's amazing architecture makes it feasible to build mobile applications that are
completely platform independent. By streamlining the development process, guaranteeing high performance
in the finished mobile application, and providing a rich and pertinent user interface for both the Android and
iOS platforms, the Flutter framework will undoubtedly assist many new developers in the near future in
creating high-performing and feature-rich mobile applications.

Future Work:
In all above described three mobile applications projects there is always a future possibility and all
these applications can be made more scalable and more business oriented.
Renstwale:
. Currently call function is out of the app i.e, direct calling , in future in app calling feature can be
given.
. Lead management ,CRM-like features can also be added .
. make applications more efficient by contact between nearby vendors and customers.i.,e fetching
the list of vendors in a particular zone and making them available to the customers available there.

Authentic Guards:
. Currently fetching the location only at login time i.e once login done for the day, in future it can be done
that if guards device goes out of particular radius it will logout automatically.
.various features can be given to the clients .

RK Construction:
. Currently little innovative i.e, trying to bring all the web based construction ERP features into mobile
applications.
In the future whole web based construction ERP features can be customized into mobile applications
according to the business needs.
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